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Build it and they will come!

Enjoy it, and they will stay – trust it, and they will return.
That is the key for any Casino business – building trust and delivering entertainment. We plan to use the public Blockchain and Ethereum platform to deliver exactly that – a platform that is truly fair and executed on the network that cannot
be tampered with in any way. Our platform utilises this result and delivers it in a
compelling & entertaining way.
A truly random result delivered in an entertaining way. Bitcoin Casinos are
exploding, Ethereum Casinos are emerging. The future is bright and we are perfectly positioned with proven technology, drive, and a dream team to capture a
significant share of this market.
The key to trust is the random event – a trusted event that you can prove is truly
fair and without any chance the casino can influence, predict or interfere with it.
Land based Casinos deliver this via the physical equipment and trained croupiers,
On-line casinos via established branding and crypto currency via technology (to
date provably fair). With distributed autonomous technology the house has no
control of the random number, and thus can prove it is 100% removed from the
process.
RealCasino is a crypto currency powered and
distributed Global casino

RealCasino is a crypto currency powered and distributed Global casino that utilizes blockchain and smart contracts to deliver a truly fair gaming platform. Until
recent times the online gambling market was very expensive for game developers
to deploy successful apps thus the market is dominated by the big incumbents
who operate on very high margins (in excess of 10%). The operator has the role
of controlling the fairness of the gambling process, which can also lead to all
sorts of problems – it has been very easy for programmers to fix the fairness of
the random number. Previously elaborate Licensing and Regulatory arrangements
have been implemented to assist in Player trust issues – these are no longer
required with RealCasino technology.
Using decentralized technology and cryptographically verifiable code, the future
of fair online gambling has just begun. The whole process is completely transparent and auditable. Without the possibility for fraud, and therefore without the
need for the trusted third party, which has traditionally been played by legally
empowered Regulatory body, simplifying the whole process. RealCasino is the
real time online gambling platform that uses instant hardware driven distributed
random numbers
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delivered via the Blockchain, it provides complete transparency and security of
the gaming process. Our crypto currency is called “Casino Hybrid Interactive Play
System” or in short form, “CHIP”, and it is powered by Ethereum, thus it can be
held by any Ethereum based wallet. Our platform is end to end “CHIP” with no
leakage to fiat currency – players play with “CHIP” and all providers within the
platform are remunerated with “CHIP”.

KYC

REGISTER

PLAY

DEPOSIT

TRAVEL
Our focus is to stimulate demand for “CHIP” and thus grow the value of our coin.
Our sole strategy is to create demand. Part of demand growth strategy is to have
approved Node Affiliates, like normal gaming Affiliates the Node owners will
expand the user base, but they will also be duty bound to ensure the security of
the platform. Self monitoring is all our responsibility.
It is demand that will drive the increase in the value of the coin, and demand that
will attract top developers. This document will discuss in short the problems and
solutions related to crypto currency based gambling games, as well as opportunities for innovative improvements for end users and also the fast and easy White
Labelling we offer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the founders of the first Live TV Roulette (NetplayTV PLC), our new project
RealCasino builds upon a tradition of innovation and unique live gaming solutions
for mass market participation.
We firmly believe that crypto based casinos will prove a major disruption to the
online industry and change these types of games into secure, transparent and
highly trusted processes.
We have the team of expert developers, the technology, focus and determination
to become a major provider in the world of rapidly evolving online gambling
innovations.

2. The Future of

Crypto Based Casinos
Bitcoin & Ethereum have transformed the online industry and removed the need
for services providers, payment processing firms, server hosting, certification and
many more suppliers in the chain. This will result in substantially lower operating
costs for the operator and thus better and truly fair odds for the players.
Land-based & Online casinos typically operate at around 90-97% return to player.
Crypto casinos offer 99.9% return to player and thus are disrupting the market –
once the player discovers the higher Bonus ratios created by these lower costs
they will simply not return to the established on-line operators.
Soon the player base will better understand crypto technology, and will become
comfortable with the functionality of a personal crypto wallet, then we believe
players will migrate en mass to Crypto platforms.
Whilst many people today are aware of BitCoin, other virtual currencies, such
as Ethereum have better scalability and are developing faster, by spawning our
“CHIP” within this environment we believe we will be perfectly positioned to
deliver a dynamic and creative platform toward this exponentially expanding
market.
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Mobile was once seen just as a niche industry in Casino and now dominates,
mainly due to the power of the modern Smart devices available. Crypto based casinos will soon become the dominant platforms and this is the excellent point in
time to use this marvellous opportunity for success. SmartPhones+Crypto+Gaming+Contactless transactions = The only way is up!

3. OUR MISSION
Our mission is to utilize the decentralized power of smart contracts to provide
a global casino platform that delivers the games that the player typically expect
(slots, table games, dice and Live Games) providing the ultimate transparent
gaming experience in real time (consumers are not prepared to wait numerous
seconds for a game result). ‘NoiseNodes’ are our unique hardware based distributed nodes, that generate a truly random number based upon quantum optics
generation, via propriety systems. The host of the node is remunerated via a
payment (“fuel”) when the ‘NoiseNode’ is requested to deliver a result. The casino platform has no control as to which node is used and thus is fully distanced
from the results. Our smart contract powered app delivers the seed to the player
which is then in turn used to deliver results in real time for the games. This is
essential – truly random results deliver by autonomous nodes out of our control.
OFF NETWORK

BRIDGE

ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN

Play

Consumer

Bet Providers

Games

Interactive

Betting Events
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3.1 THE WOW FACTOR
Presentation and entertainment is key. Players want to immersive themselves in a
truly engaging experience that has the graphics, sound and speed of existing
casinos, plus the high quality content we have a track record for delivering
already – once we have the trust of the consumer we will entertain them and
captivate them so they return.
A server-less 24/7 globally distributed platform is an on-line operators and players dream, allowing for a cheaper, yet highly scalable product offering resulting
in lower house costs.
This is exactly the service we will provide with Real Casino, these savings equals
better customer offers, and more player loyalty.
To be truly successful and long term sustainable, a casino must, we believe, offer
tradition RNG (Random Number Generated) games which are typically Keno
types, slots and digital table games together with Live Games. A balanced mix.
Players have traditionally expected this and will continue to do so in a crypto
world. Our obligation is to meet their expectations and to respond to them in the
most reliable and easiest-to-use way possible.
Crypto currency offerings bring many positives for the player (minimal KYC
– players just love just one click registration, instant deposit and instant withdrawal), but they will also expect high quality content. And this demand is high
priority for us. Crypto currency will grow to be a mass market product and an
online casino must target the mass market – the present early adopter user base
is tiny compared to the fiat currency platforms.
The current early adopters and the future players, want and deserve a trusted
RNG (currently provided by Provably Fair, (www.provablyfairplay.com) and in the
future DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation) delivered random events
that can be completely trusted. This is the number one issue that a crypto casino
must crack - delivering results that are both trusted and unhackable. Our technology and team focuses on this aspect of the process and partners with trusted
brands and developers to deliver the games and live feeds.
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4. REAL CASINO PROJECT

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Virtual
casino

TOTAL
OPPORTUNITY

FOCUS ON MOBILE
DEVICES

FOCUS ON MASS
MARKET

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

OUR GAMES

VIRTUAL RNG
CASINO

Live Games

ENTERTAINMENT

4.1 VIRTUAL CASINO
Our platform delivers a real casino experience using the Blockchain (technically
this is called a smart contracts or scripts running Solidity). However, this is not all,
and we are very proud to say that this soon to be patented technology is totally
unique and a global first for the crypto casino industry.
We offer a HD quality Live Dealer experience that is Blockchain RNG powered.
Our platform takes the real video and visualizes the results from DAO based
events. This will work over all devices, all the time and in the most entertaining
ways possible.
From this moment in online history, crypto players can fully audit and trust the
results, which is the real breakthrough on this market.
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CHIP INFLATION

DEMAND

DEMAND
SUPPLY

BET PROVIDERS

LAND BASED CASINO

GAMES

BLOCKCHAIN RNG

BETTING EVENTS

4.2 TOTAL OPPORTUNITY
In the last twenty years what we now call the Internet of Things has evolved at
literally the speed of light; high speed fibre optic links for PC’s, G2, G3 and now
G4 and soon G5 mobile link speeds for phones, phablets, tablets et al. It’s hard
to keep up, and now the new financial opportunities arising from the crypto-sphere of digital
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currencies is heading towards us just as fast, or even faster, as it’s supported by
what’s preceded it.
The nascent opportunities presented by new, focused crypto’s like our Ethereum
based “CHIP” are the starting point for the next generation of existing gamers,
to utilise, when they transfer toward pay-for-play gaming and away from Social based game events. RealCasino offerings will allow the next generation to
transfer across within their group environment. They have grown up playing as
a group, that won’t change, it’s their lifestyle; what must be offered to them is
a platform which retains the social dynamic and brings with it the flexibility of
virtual playment.
All this can be offered but with the vital factor of reduced operation costs (gas
costs) and proper speeds of decision making for the players, and the games.
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Real Casino goes beyond the desktop computers and brings to their audience the best, most
exciting games at the tip of your fingers with
Mobile Live Casino. We have fully developed
versions for iPad, iPhone, Android Tablets as
well as Android Smart Phone.
Our Mobile Live Casino is optimized to run
smoothly and offer players new perks: an extended gaming floor and playing time frames, as
well as new places to play.
Here are the samples of some of our already
constructed games optimized as desktop, tablet
and mobile versions.

REAL CASINO
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4.4 FOCUS ON MASS MARKEt
Many companies will enter the crypto space. We believe that those which manage to survive and flourish will need both great technology and great content.
The player is not really interested in what is under the hood, all the technical details and protocols. Our audience is oriented strictly toward the end results – they
want to see a quality product and enjoy the entertainment for the experience it
truly is.
Our experienced team is fully aware of the dramatic changes brought about to
the player engagement sessions by the Mobile connected devices available today. In just a few years of entering the mobile domain the existing gaming companies have proven that now over 50% of all their revenues comes from mobile
devices, and for some operators it’s already 70% plus.
4.5 OUR GAMES
We provide a mixture of provably fair, live croupier, automated and virtual games.
And our extensive catalogue delivers over 30 games to our players. This catalogue includes mainstream and niche games like:

Roulette

Baccarat

Sicbo

REAL CASINO

Lotto

Poker

Wheel of Fortune

Virtual Sports
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Our technology allows a game developer to develop a front end that then runs
on our back end platform without the need to understand the complexity of
building a complete gaming platform, This will radically disrupt the traditional
model where the established gaming companies provide the end to end service
and do not provide an audit trail for the transactions or random number.

4.6 VIRTUAL RNG CASINO

The extensive catalogue we are offering, provides a host of games which are highly stylized
and branded with stunning TV quality graphics. This virtual casino is completely developed
in HTML5 for the easiest use and fully powered
by the Blockchain for trust and transparency.
Our gaming platform is created for the browser based model and provides simply the best
designed interface across desktop computers, hand held and mobile devices, using the
HTML5 and WebGL standards. Yet at the same
time, it is acceptable to the players who are
used to app-based games.

Our Real Casino has not just been created for easy and comfortable use only for
the players. We had in mind the gaming operators as well. Our focus was primarily on the elimination of possible server racks and costs which traditional gaming
systems operate on. These hardware items can cost millions of dollars.
Our innovative technology can provide much lower costs for operating and running a functional casino, because we offer a Serverless and employee-less peer
to peer casino, which is, far cheaper than the classical on-line version, burdened
with fixed operations, hosting costs, payroll management and banking institutions. This is the next disruptive and newest level for the growing on-line gaming
industry.
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The following image displays just one of the many already created games in our
catalogue. Simple, elegant and effective design, with an interface which provides
an exciting and yet comfortable gaming experience for our players.
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4.7 LIVE GAMES
The successful online casinos have always had a live offering – streaming a Live
Dealer. We believe that as crypto currency becomes main stream this market will
demand this also.
With a live game, the gaming machine delivers the decision (the random number) and this is trusted by the player as he can physically review it. There is no
opportunity to replace the physical wheel with an autonomous result, so therefore we will embed these events into our platform.

4.8 ENTERTAINMENT
Team RealCasino have already created and provided Entertaining gaming
content independently and with their existing partners. Team members have displayed the product and gained valuable public/press exposure at internationally
recognised gaming events.
Our product is known, recognised and valued already; more importantly the
content supply is seen to be what we believe is truly valuable – unique artistic
creation, carefully constructed and expertly executed for the public domain. All
this in a Regulated environment and still providing a fun experience.
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5. INNOVaTIVE SOLUTIONS

The challenges are numerous, but recently, international changes in the AML &
Funding of Terrorism regulations have added greatly to the pressure, especially
for the online gambling and fixed Casino industry. First of all, assets which are
stored and used for online purposes are often impacted by unexpected chargebacks and manipulation. This fact affects the industries reputation the most.
Trusted third party platforms are required for almost all current financial transactions, which results in higher transaction and commission fees and slows the
processes. The key element players expect – transparency, is missing and virtual
items which belong to players can be used just on specific platforms, as well
as manipulated and lost. Currencies are in most cases not easily transferable
and usually intended to be used in a single game. In the case of a player being
banned, that player will also lose all currency or items invested earlier, unless
already in a highly regulated environment. This is the tradition of known centralized and locked platforms.
On the other side, new decentralized platforms still don’t have standardized rules
when it comes to currencies and other assets in the gaming world and users don’t
know what to expect, therefore they are refraining from taking the unknown
risks. Also, there is no connection with the “real world” and players don’t get
rewarded for contribution, participation and winning in games. However, we are
here with innovative solutions for these problems.

REAL CASINO
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5.1 The Speed, Trust and Interface Challenges of
the Crypto Based Casino

The public blockchain delivers decentralized and therefore safe, anonymous and
transparent transactions and results. However, Blockchain transactions typically
take in excess of 30 seconds on average (Bitcoin transactions typically take circa
1 hour). Clearly this is not acceptable in a gaming environment where the player
expects instantaneous results. Also, as the technology is in its infancy, it is difficult to predict the transaction speed for executing scripts on the network over
the coming months and years. Today there are only 500,000 Ethereum transactions per day – we expect this to grow to circa 5 Million within 12 months.
Therefore an operator must be clever – they need to deliver instant results, via
the blockchain that are 100% provably fair and secure. At the same time, and
having in mind the anonymous aspect of Blockchain technology, the operator
must earn and retain the trust of the player to deliver integrity and stability.
We achieve this by deploying a network of up to 1,000 nodes that deliver hardware generated random numbers. The smart contract randomly selects a node to
deliver the result and the host of the node is remunerated a small fraction of the
transaction.
There remains the issue regarding the design of the interface still present. The
current Blockchain casinos offer a very basic user interface and product range.
Long term players will expect the presentation of traditional online casinos with
all conformity they offered, whilst the new Social Gamer emigrating to RealCasino will expect full functionality.

REAL CASINO
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Today there are over 6,000 Casinos in the world.
The next 5-10 years there will clearly be a transition period, the anti-money laundering regulations are important, and virtual currencies like
“CHIP” can play a part in securing and protecting both players and operators alike. Players will
continue to use online and land based casinos.
Our technology can act as a bridge between the
old world and the new.
“CHIP” can be refunded for local casino Chips
at any casino in the world. The player simply
indicates to us the casino in which he wishes to
play and the “CHIP” are converted for local play
via our exclusive CHIP trading platform. The
barrier to this element of success is the signing
up of the land based Casinos, however, very
rapidly the existing operators are converting
their product to on-line friendly transmittable
offerings. This trend will not decline, nor change
direction. If you recall, once upon a time, some
folks thought mobile phones were a luxury, now
they are understood to be vital to our present
day lifestyle.

CONTINUED PLAY
The system also works in reverse. The player can continue to play at his favourite table once he leaves the casino. The local casino simply has to install a
‘LiveNode’ and they can stream the table to the player for continued play and
revenue.
Ultimately the land based casinos will evolve into crypto based resorts - using
random numbers, but we see this as a circa 10 year transition and during this
transition period we will facilitate the connection between the old world and the
new.
This synchronicity programme will allow us to grow the player base as rapidly as
the casinos transit toward the virtual gaming world – something already occurring. Adopting our technology will assist in the attracting of players from both
the crypto world and the conventional casino player.
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5.3 Focus on Customers and New
Opportunities

A key focus of our technology is player acquisition. Our games are aimed at the
soft end of the market - the mass market. People that may be new to gaming and
crypto casinos, are also looking for a trusted fun environment in which they can
freely play without feeling intimidated. The new opportunities for gaining the
larger
audience are seen through the following characteristics.
5.3.1 Public Anonymous & Distributed
Networks

Crypto based casinos utilize the public blockchain for deposits, events and
withdrawals. Typically the sign up process is instant, as the crypto provider has
already KYC’d the customer. This makes the complete process much easier for
players and provides them with the instant attraction they experience in a traditional casino and expect from us. They are able to bypass local banks and legislation to participate in a truly global experience. Thus, it is a very exciting time for
the crypto currency based casino market.

5.3.2 No More Middlemen
Etherum removes so many middlemen - server hosting, certification, licensing,
compliance, overheads - that is what ultimately the big players look for - sites
that offer the best rate of return for their play.
The lower gas costs will provide the operator the ability to offer better Bonus
events and if the SportsBook is engaged, then better Odds too.
Once the system is set, you and your players don’t have anything to worry about.
There is no third trusted party to be paid, no costs for licensing or certification
and no server or technical expenses. Everything is fully automated, auditable and
completely transparent and fair for players.

REAL CASINO
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5.3.3 Instant Registration
Due to Blockchain wallet architecture each player can register with one simple click
and receive a wallet address for deposits and withdrawals.

5.3.4 Distributed Platform
Our platform is actually the complete building blocks that an operator requires to
build an online casino. We are not the house and we do not take any risk on bets
placed – we merely accept bets and send them out to the network to be processed
by third parties. Our platform ensures the 3rd party has the funds to cover the risk,
this is a product of the ‘Smart Contract’ technology. A wager from a player can only
be processed by a Node that can cover the risk – either as a single operator or part
of a syndicate. Thus a small casino can offer VIP bets with no more risk than a larger
operator. The node system protects both parties.

5.4 OUR UNIQUE OFFER
To be successful in the Blockchain Casino market you need to have a strong
proposition. Having this in mind, we offer:
In-house developed platform that supports most crypto currencies
Distributed virtual events (random numbers) that are delivered fast with a full
audit trail and transparency
Live real events that are distributed to the network
Distributed bet processing network allowing operators to easily join our network
Reliable, top of the line platform to maximize gaming business growth
Open framework to be accessible for skilled Developers

REAL CASINO
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5.4.1 TRANSACTION SPEED
To be successful any type of crypto casino must offer a trusted result (the Blockchain) and virtually instantaneously. Players simply will not wait too long between
decisions, this was the universal problem until our solution was created.
We overcame this limitation by using the blockchain and smart contracts to deliver a seed, unique to the player and a key unique to the platform. Both of these
keys are generated once at the beginning of the session and published at the
end. Thus we do not have to request from the miners a result for every spin - we
create a random result from the result of the two keys. This has the advantage of
a fully random transparent result that has a complete audit trail, from initiation to
conclusion.
Our platform and gaming content is 100% developed in house - allowing us to
easily adapt and improve as crypto technology expands. At the same time our
exclusive user interfaces, shown as the game screens, are both stylish and branded, offering players optimal user experiences for desktop, laptop, tablet and
mobile versions.
5.4.2 BEST ODDS
When referring to best odds, we particularly have in mind the best returns for the
players combined with the best (lowest) gas costs toward the operator. The Node
system not only speeds up the decision opportunity processes, but also reduces
the costs of the transactions. These in turn can be reflected toward the player by
improving the game RTP or creating better cost/value Bonus packages.
Our system is completely transparent, fully auditable and very comfortable to
use. This will attract dedicated players, as well as many new users.
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5.5 Fast White Lab Engine
We provide to our partners a full white label engine if they wish to host their own
domain name. This is a marvellous business opportunity for those who can seize
the moment of the new, profitable, and very soon, leading sector in the online
world of gambling.

WHITE LABEL PLATFORM ATTRIBUTES
•
•
•
•
•

A reliable, expandable, and adaptable casino solution
Quick setup process - typically 1-2 days for a fully functioning domain
Fast distribution
Fast ROI (Return on Investment)
High security

OUR PLATFORM PROVIDES
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Back office
Branding Engine
Odds & Risk Management – especially valuable for SportsBook elements.
100% Blockchain hosting and powered - no need for server infrastructure.

5.6 Exponential Growth
When it comes to projecting the future, it’s always the Black Swan events which
surprise. The current strong increases of online search for the best gambling
games are a known indicator of the potential development of this industry. Users
are more than interested and they are actively looking for the most comfortable
and truly fair gambling games which are safe and easy to use. The lower operating costs and better offers a RealCasino partner can employ will be part of the
successful packages that can be delivered.

REAL CASINO
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6. Team of Developers

The team behind Real Casino has over 10 years
of experience in building highly successful
interactive formats that scaled to mass market
participation in over 30 countries. We hire only
trustworthy enthusiasts which are leaders in
their fields of expertise, unique individuals who
are dedicated to high ethical standards, always
on the front edge of the latest developments
and with their heads totally committed to our
project.
We firmly believe that the online gambling world
will become a provably honest and safe place for
players and operators. We are on the right track
to achieve this dream.

SWOt

STRENGTHS
• AAA
Management
team
• Track Record

WEAKNESSES
• Under developed
marketing
• Limited brand
awareness

OPPORTUNITIES
• Disrupt Online
Providers
• Real World
Bridge old &

• AAA Team Dev

• Live Customers

New

• Completed

• Low-level

• Establish the

Product
• Live Customers
• Time to Market
• Track Record
• Hybrid Approach
• Borderless
• Autonomous
• Staff Token
Structure
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blockchain
activities

Platform
• Establish Global
Standard
• Drive traffic &
revenue to
partners
• Drive Demand
for our Token
• Early Adopter
Advantages

THREATS
• Competition
• Regulation
• Cyber Attack
candidate by
damaged rivals
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7. Technology Components
NoiseNodes
“NoiseNodes” are our unique hardware powered nodes that deliver a truly
random number derived from diffraction optics, these are used by many of the
largest and most reputable operators currently for standard RNG production.
Our unique approach combines the blockchain with the distributed hardware
nodes that instantaneously generate random numbers. The smart contract randomly selects a node to deliver the result and the host of the node is remunerated a small fraction of the transaction. The entire process is seamless and totally
transparent to the player. Our technology can process over 100,000 transactions
per second.
Smart Bet Miners
Our platform accepts bets from players and randomly distributes them to the
network to be processed by a miner. The miners bid for the contract offering
odds and stake limits. This delivers a unique complete chain with extremely competitive odds, due to the low house costs. The distributed and anonymous nature
of the network allows bets to be processed without reference to geographical
areas. It is unknown by who or where the bets are settled.
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8. ICO CALCULATIONS
Because of insisting on transparency and security every step along the way
during the creation and implementation of our online gambling systems, we also
want to show clearly how the use of funds will be arranged and how we intend to
develop this project further.

50%

MARKETING

We believe marketing is the most important element to achieve a broad reach
into the mass market. This industry needs to attract and educate the new player
base to better understand the advantages of Crypto Casinos and their fairer
chances while using the random number generation through our online gambling games.

30%

DEVELOPMENT

As the industry develops and new technology is released to cure present issues
(notably transaction speed) we will adapt our technology and platform aiming
for the optimal conditions for our users.

10%

LIVE STUDIO

Our in-house live studio runs on robotics and low cost technology, which means
that virtual events are allowing us to deliver a live studio at a low cost. We will
eventually outsource this part of the process to lower the expenses further.

10%

ADMINISTRATION

During the preparation phase of the project we have already calculated the
costs of the administration tasks, and in this sense, we don’t expect any unexpected additional expense.

REAL CASINO
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9. ROADMAP
This ICO campaign is thoroughly planned and prepared, and our expert’s team is
completely ready to continue the projected steps toward our ultimate success.
As you can see below, we have already achieved a large part of these assignments and now we plan to launch the platform and ICO campaign via this White
Paper.
JUN 2015
Established Development office Kyrgyzstan
AUG 2016
Real players

DEC 2017
Licence agreement
APR 2017
License agreement with
Golden Race

JUN 2017
GLI & MGA certification

NOV 2017
Exhibiting at SIGMA

ICO pre sale

Real World Bridge - Live
streaming from land
based casino
Official Public release

REAL CASINO

JAN 2015
Project started as
www.satoshiplay.com - Bitcoin
Casino
JAN 2016
Launched RealCasino
NOV 2016
Preview at SIGMA
FEB 2017
License & Integration on iGaming platform

MAY 2017
Completion of games that use
video results and Provable Fair
Random numbers to
deliver a live experience that
is powered by the Blockchain
OCT 2017
Soft launch of the platform
DEC 2017
Launch of Live 24/ 7 Live lottery BET ON NUMBERS
ICO Launch
Launch of Poker & live 24/7
KENO
Alpha release RealCasino
using CHIP currency
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FACTORS FOR SUCCESS

EXPERIENCE

BALANCE

LOWER COSTS

ENTERTAINMENT

TRUST

10. DISCLAIMER
At the date of the publication of the White Paper, the only use for CHIP is within
the RealCasino platform and system.
Real Casino is the real time online gambling platform that uses hardware driven
distributed random numbers delivered via the Blockchain, it provides the complete transparency and security of the gaming process. Our currency is called
“CHIP” it is powered by Ethereum, thus it can be held by any Ethereum based
wallet.
CHIP are intended to be refunded for local casino Chips at any casino in the
world. The player simply indicates to us the casino in which he wishes to play and
the CHIP are converted for local play via our exclusive chip trading platform.
Players will assume risk during the participation in gaming and online gaming
has inherent risks. This means that software could be subject to attack, bugs or
operators’ errors, as well as, the House could go bankrupt or suffer a ‘Force Majeur’ event. These or other unforeseen problems could result in the loss of stored
value.
“CHIP” could be impacted by regulatory action, including restrictions on
ownership, use or possession, or other governmental or business obligations.

REAL CASINO

